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David Greven joins the distin-

It's been a busy week, so get caught up

Always fiery. Ever fabulous. Celebrity

guished Conn faculty as a progressive
new member of the English Department.

on all the exciting Conn College sports

diva RuPauJ talks about his intriguing

action from the past week on pages 9-

past and upconting dance album RuPaul
Red Hot on page 4.

10.

First Class
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Bv THOMAS McEvov
NEWS EDITOR

more smoothly than I can
ever remember". said Alex
Schoenfeld,
director
of
Public Relations for the
SGA.
In recent elections, students have complained of
not being able to vote
because

they were not regis-

tered with Camelweb, which
regulates and manages the
elections. Schoenfeld notes,
however, that this issue did
not present itself as a problem for this election.
The class of 2008's
President is Jason Fried. He
will be responsible for calling and presiding over all
class council meetings. In
addition, he will be a voting
member of the SGA assembly.
Jackie Bryant was elected the class' Vice President.
Her main responsibility will
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SGAAnnounces Election Results

election went very smoothly,
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The results
of the
Student
Government
Association's (SGA) freshmen class executive board
elections were announced
through e-mail on Monday,
September 20. The contested positions were President,
Vice-President. two Judicial
Board representatives. and
two
Student
Activities
Council (SAC) representatives. The elections were
held
between
Monday.
September 13 and Friday,
September 18.
277 freshmen voted in
this year's elections, which
is approximately 54% of the
entire class. "Overall, the
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President Faintsein
Presents Updated
Strategic Plan to SGA
Bv THOMAS McEvov
NEWS EDITOR

Members of the Strategic Planning Steering Committee shared the main
aspects of their new plan. "Connecticut College 2011: Launching the Second
Century", with the Student Government Association (SGA) during the
SGA's weekly meeting on Thursday, September 23. Among those of the
committee present were President Norman Feinstein, Special Assistant to the
President, Helen Regan, Dean of Student Life, David Millstone, and Jim
Folger, student representative, from the Class of 2005.
Last fall semester, President Fainstein charged the committee to assess
the College's current values and priorities and where it hopes to move as it
approaches its centennial anniversary. He stated in his address to the committee, "I am confident that this project will set an inspirational course for
the college's future in the period between now and the centennial, and form
a solid foundation for a successful capital campaign."
After revising the plan over the summer, the committee recently completed an updated draft, which includes an estimated budget for many of the
projects the College hopes to implement. The committee shared its new plan
with members of the campus community at an open forum in the 1941 Room
in Crozier Williams on Friday, September 17.
President Fainstein began the presentation by noting that he intends on
taking the draft to all the major constituencies at the College and asking for
their support; the SGA is among the first.
The purpose of the plan. Fainstein noted. is to see where the College is
and where it is going in order to reach new strengths. The draft was constructed by gathering feedback and ideas from various parts of the College.
Fainstein added. "I see the plan as being organic ... [lt] is a very democratically produced document and set of guidelines."
A major drive of the proposal is to "put liberal arts into action," Fainstein
said. The notion behind this philosophy is to foster an education that extends
beyond the classroom. Furthermore, the goal, according to Fainstein, aims at
creating pathways that enable students to make experiences which they have
chosen on their own.
Freshmen Executive Board Elections ended September 18. Pictured above from left to right, Presidentjason Pried, VicePresident jackie Bryant, and
Aside from setting ideological standards for the College, the draft states
£4C Reps Danny Keiser and WbitntryEng (not pictured/Board Reps Maureen Durkin and Johann Scheidt) are the newly elected members. (Wilson)
a vision of the College that the entire campus community can share and that
be to keep records of all tives are Johann Scheidt and Danny Keiser and Whitney
during the school year. can be expressed to the public. The first vision of the College is to further
class finances. She will also Maureen Durkin. After stan- Eng. They will represent
Furthermore, they will be create a pluralistic community by engaging all members of the College in
be required
to assume
dard training. they will need their class at all SAC meet- required to organize at least dialogue. The Presidential Commission on a Pluralistic Community, estabFried's role as President for to be present at all of the ings as voting members. The one social, athletic, cultural, lished in September of 2002, was the first step towards this image.
any duties from which he is board's hearings as voting
new representatives, along or educational function for
The second vision the draft aims at creating is ensuring that the College
absent.
members.
with current members, will the class per month.
has the resources to maintain a productive campus community and one in
This year's freshman
The SAC representatives
be expected to assist in all
for the freshmen class are the SAC events that are held
Judicial Board representacontinued on page 6

Conn Gears Up for This
Year's Camelympics
Complex, on the Greens, and at Cro.
The opening ceremonies will
STAFF WRITER
begin with the Parade of Flags, the
Strings of verbal abuse and "your
embodiment of the spirit contest.
dorm" jokes may become a new part Each dorm sports specially made
shirts and posters bearing their
of campus life in the next week. But
don't be alarmed, it is simply the emblem, along with dorm enthusiasm. Many students take advantage
precursor to one of the greatest
of this opportunity as the appropriate
annual events on the Connecticut
College campus: Camelympics. By time to yell themselves hoarse. The
torch lighting will follow the parade
this time of the year, after orientation
and then the games begin with the
and move in, everyone on campus
Inner Loop Race. In addition, there
has
heard
of
Camelympics.
Housefellows have been trash talk- will be snacks and drinks provided at
ing since the beginning of their rise ·Cro during the opening Ceremony.
Sign ups for events will be held
to power. Make no mistake; this is
at dorm meetings on Tuesday, the
one event that a student can only
28th. Any student is allowed to sign
participate in, at the most, four times
up for as many events as they wish.
in their lifetime.
Camelympics
boasts unparalleled campus wide Each event will have three winners
participation unlike anything any who earn gold, or silver, or bronze
for the glory of theit dorm. Every
freshman has ever seen before.
medal earned will push the dorm
Camelyrnpics is two days packed
with everything from spelling bees closer to the overall gold. At the end
of Camelympics, points are tallied
to soccer, Jenga to volleyball.
up and the top three dorms earn their
'Camelympics deterntines bragging
rights for the rest of the year. As medals. Along with the gold, silver.
and bronze medals there.is a special
Felicity Melillo, Area Coordinator
prize for the dorm that has the greatfor North Campus said, "You really
can't understand Camelympics until est percentage of people earning the
you've been there." Everything that points.
To keep the playing fields level,
happens from 7:00 pm on Friday
each donn is allowed one or more
evening to 6:00 pm on Saturday
"adoptee." Adoptees are staff memevening will determine the amount
of points a student can win for their bers or faculty members who ace
dorm. It is not unusual for games on allowed and encouraged to participate in the games as a representative
Friday night to last till as earlyllate
of the dorm. Dean Ammirati's crossas 4:00 on Saturday morning.
word skills have become somewhat
Headquarters of Camelympics
will be at the information center in of a legend. Each dorm should make
sure to choose their adoptees wisely.
Cro. If a participant doesn't know
If Camelympics was not unique
where their event is or where they
are supposed to be, the Info Desk is enough already, it is important to
note that it is essentially run and
the place to ask. Most of the games
w,ill be concentratfl,d at the Athletic

College Democrats Promote the VoteBY}IAN PAOLUCCI
STAFF WRITER

Bv BASn.. BEATY

continued on page 6

On September 16th The College
Democrats of Connecticut College
and the Connecticut Democrats
teamed up in a "Storm the Dorms"
campaign that succeeded in registering 103 new student voters on the
College campus. Around 40 stu-

dents, along with state legislature
candidate, Ernest Hewett, and Jim
Sullivan, a candidate for Congress,
spanned the campus, encouraging
students to vote. Throughout the
day, these members went door-todoor to each of the seventeen residence halls in hopes of promoting
the importance of voting, especially
for those in the "swing states". The

president of the College Democrats
of Connecticut
College, Jason
Kanter, believed this election "too
important to just set up a registration
table and hope for the best. Actively
engaging students one-on-one in
residence halls is the only way to
ensure we are heard this November."
The College Democrats also
hoped to register those in states

Tbe CollegeDemocrats "stormed the dorms" in an effort to promote regis/ration and voting in the upcoming Presidential election. (Web)

without a significant competition to
register in Connecticut.
Kanter,
among other fellow Democrats.
hope to see both a change locally
.and nationally. He, among other fellow Democrats, hope that the recent
"Storm the Dorm" campaign will
elect both Ernest Hewett into the
statehouse, and send Jim Sullivan to
D.C. as our Representative
in
Congress,
replacing
current
Republican Rob Simmons of the
2nd District. "To win back the
House this is the district we've got to
win," said Kanter as he encouraged
his fellow classmates to register.
While this is the first time that
the College
Democrats
have
engaged in such a registration drive,
its success should signal a repeat for
further elections to corne. Based on
this success, the College Democrats
also hope to spread the idea to other
campuses around the nation. In fact,
both major political parties, especially during this election, have been
using such voting techniques to
appeal to the younger voters in the
nation. Realizing the importance

continued on page 6

Gregory Waldron Appointed New VP for Advancement
Bv TRAcv O'NEILL

experience in the field of Development and
Advancement.
With a B.A. from Wesleyan University in
While faculty members lecture on intangible
modem European history and an MBA from New
subjects such as metaphysics and music theory, York University, Waldron combines fiscal practiConnecticut College introduces a touch of prag- cality while embracing the spirit of a liberal arts
matism to the adntinistration with the appointeducation. These qualities particularly suit the
ment of the new Vice President of Advancement,
Connecticut College community spirit and the
Gregory Waldron. Waldron. previously the needs of the educational institution, all of which
Ditector of Development at nearby Wesleyan require outside funding. As Vice President of
Universi~, comes to Conn with nine years of ·Advancement, Waldron will be responsible for
STAFF WRITER

fII

,,;

alumni relations, fundraising, and allocation of all
non-tuition monies. His position, which has been
vacant since the spring semester, is vital to
Connecticut College's financial management.
According to Dean of the College, Maria
Cruz-Saco, Gregory Waldron proved himself
amongst a competitive pool of applicants as the
"best candidate with the best experience."
Connecticut College welcomes Gregory Waldrop
to the community and looks forward to the contributions his expertise will bring.
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THE COLLEGE VOICE

EDITORIAL&OPINION
College wants ~ TNE; not a T and A
, Students have been voicing their offense towards last week's TNE. Now infamous for its grossly stereotypical
theme, "Sees and Execs", members of the campus community are asking that regulations are established to prevent
another similar student event.

, Clearly,events ofthis type are beneficial to the student body.They provide an opportunity for students to socialize and have a fun time with each other on a "party-night". Increasingly, however, these events have been operating

under a tweaked ideology.
, The focus of many TNE's, including last week's, is on students dressing up in kinky attire. This practice normally can be a fun practice - in a similar fashion to why Halloween is still fun for college students. It is unfortunate, however, that the excuse to dress up has been centered on sexual and stereotyped themes because evidently this

ideology is offensive to some.
By no means is the author assuming the role as a moral preacher. Students are free to portray and express themselves however they choose. At the same time, however, students need to realize that they are part of a larger com- -munity,

College campuses have long been notorious for being referred to as the "Ivory Tower", which implies that they
are totally removed from the outside world. Student events like "Sees and Execs" only strengthen the notion that
Connecticut College is a protected community totally untouchedfrom reality.The fact that the student body can promote certain themes indicates an ignorance (or total indifference) to open-minded considerations of the viewpoints
of others. It seems evident that more and more the driving force for TNE's is to feed students' social appetites regardfess of its implications to other members of the community.
A. 'Many students praise Conn as a small, close-knit community where virtually everyone knows each other. The
turnouts at student activities indicate that the campus maintains a certain level of enthusiasm for events at the

College. High turnout rates at dances and other events should indeed create a better sense of College pride and community. It appears, though, that TNE's have disproven this notion. "Sees and Execs" is simply an example that the
earhpus has become more concerned with appealing to a narrow segment of students (and not just freshmen) than
iUming towards bringing the campus together as a unified community.

The Voice continues the search for a
new editorial cartoonist. Submit your
work to box 4970.

Questions? Call Emily at x3927.
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POLICIES

ADVERTISEMENTS
The College Voice is an open forum. The opinions expressed by individual advertisers are
their own. In no way does The College Voice
endorse the views expressed by individual
advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous, an incitement to
. Violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
. available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
, please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
Manager, Sarah Mercurio. The College Voice
reserves the right to accept or reject any ad.
'The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
: approval. The final deadline for advertising is
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publication.

LEITERS TO TIlE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned
or
anonymous
letters
will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any submission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
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OPINION

A BIT EARLY FOR BURNOUT
, ADAM WEINBERGoTHE

HEBREW HAMMER

I should, like, be working on my
thesis nght now but man I .
•
'"
Just
can t get myself to do it. So instead
I'm going to bemoan my total lack
of creativity and motivation.
I'm
just to? lazy to exercise my brain
and wnte about issues of any importance. I mean, I guess I've got Some
good topics to write about and all. I
could write about my decision to
vote for Nader instead of the Green
Party this year, but, gee, that would
be partisan and well, I've got this
hard nihilistic front I've been carefully cultivating for the last few
years. Isure wouldn't want to let the
freshmen rascals know that I, like,
vote and stuff. I was thinking of
writing about a buddy of mine who
drove into the eye of the last couple
hurricanes that hammered Florida
and the Gulf states, but I don't do
human-interest
stories,
because
human-interest stories are lame.
After reading "The Onion" for topical inspiration,
I thought, hey,
maybe I could be the campus' sexcolumnist. But then I realized that
the sum of my advice would be,
something like, "Do me: I live in
apartment 3 of 360, get over here
• quick and don't bother knocking". I
could, I suppose, write a heavy
metal music review, but that would
~be cutting into Emily Morse's content territory, and that would be
totally "not cool". Not to mention
that, much to my befuddlement,
metal hasn't been "cool" in well
over a decade. I could bitch about
the Sox but no one wants to hear

A DIFFERENT KIND OF FLAT TAX
YONIl'REEMAN

another Boston ball-fan rant. I could
write a rhyme lacking substance,
except that I don't have any talent. I
could attempt to be funny, but I have
even less charisma than that joker
Jimmy Fallon. I dunno, two hundred words to go, I think my season's gone south faster than the
Montreal Expos. So, yo, watch me
jump linguistic hoops like a minefield walker dancing tiptoe. The
Hebrew Hammer's bashing skulls, a
freedom fighter with a Jew-fro. I
curse at this, and that, like I'm a
campus Democrat, and I drain kegs
of Busch Lite faster than Faber's
Delta House frat. Watch me son, I
gun down liberals faster than the CC
Republicans, and blowout my knees
at inconvenient times like the lovely
Miss Nancy Kerrigan. I lay more
ho' ed-up bitches than the hockey
team, the garners club, and then
something more again, and snort
more cocaine than the Abby House
residents. and George Bush during a
"youthful
transgression".
Leadership, man, that's something
that we have in over-abundance
(word). I sharpen kitchen knives
with my teeth, and make pink button-downs look coo' (especially on
you!) my friends! I think for now
that that's all, tonight I've had
myself a ball, see everybody here
next week when we'll watch more
concrete walls fall, from another
Iraqi development project that went
all to much bloodied hell. Peace.
Stay the hell away from Chechnya,
ya'll.

° OCCUPIED

TERRiTORY
"For the hungry ~-the bitter is sweet." ~-Ch.8,
Sanhedrin

In a passionate call to the United Nations
General Assembly this week French President
Jacques Chirac proposed that countries around
the world adopt the policy of taxing some of their
activities and allocating its revenues to fighting
poverty. EU Observer on September 21 ("Chirac
in call for global tax") quotes Chirac as saying it
was a "technically realistic and economically rational program. Activities
such as arms sales or some financial transactions would be targeted by this
new tax. Other ideas, as noted by the Miami Herald on September 23, called
for credit cards to have a small percentage of their monetary value directed
to fighting poverty. Furthermore, some proposed taxing airline tickets, creating an international lottery, taxing email, gas, and currency exchange.
Along with the French support for the plan was Brazilian President Luis
Ignacio Lula de Siva. The declaration calling for the UN to consider this
scheme was met with over 110 countries signing it. The United States
response, presented by Agricultural Secretary Ann Veneman, was negative.
According to the EU Observer, Secretary Veneman called such taxes undemocratic and impossible to implement.
In a book by the title "Ways of War and Peace," Michael Doyle describes
how a Realist, Liberal or a Marxist would respond to such a suggestion. A
Realist would question whether or not this kind of policy will aid the United
States power or security. The Realists will object to any moves of sending
aid to an international organization because there would be no assurance that
the aid would be spent the way the US (or any other country sending aid)
wanted it to be spent.
A Liberal would support sending aid to the poor, but only if it was given
to just regimes. Liberals will object if aid to alleviate the poor was given to
hostile or corrupt states, who would surely keep it to themselves, which is
II

II

II

why their populations are poor in the first place. Liberals would also object
sending aid to non-market states, as aid to help the poor will not be economically productive.
~
Lastly, a Marxist would object to any aid because it believes it harms the
cultural and environmental attributes of the receiving country. It will also
help the capitalist states sending the aid in the end.
A mixture of the Realist and Liberal analysis is correct in my opinion.
The Realists are wise to say that international organizations cannot be trusted With spending the money of the donor the correct and Just way. TheUnited Nations is a body which includes both democratic and non-democratic states. And the UN has given aid to non-democratic stales without
proper oversight, even giving dictatorships the power to decide the fate or
policy towards democratic countries. This is appalling. The Liberals are correct in their opposition to giving aid to non democratic countries. The world
has a lot of poor people, but most of those who are poor live in countries
under regimes which are corrupt, dictatorial, authoritarian or economicallycentralized. Would you trust Kim Jong II of North Korea with your checkbook? Would you trust Kim Jong n to use the money he gets to help the poor
or do you have a hunch he will just use it to build or buy more equipment
for his large military? Or how bought Fidel Castro or even the BrazilianPresident, who both currently are ruling.their countries with human rights
abuses?
Helping the poor who are living under unjust regimes will not be viable;
All the world will be doing is sending water to a drain operated by the corrupt regimes. In addition, states could not be expected to give money to such
a body which will send aid to their enemies. There is no control. As Doyleremarks, Israel can't possibly send money and then see it go to help the
Syria or Iran.
This global tax is not only impractical, but as we can see it is utopian.
This plan is not based on the facts, and it is baffling to see France and even
other countries support it.
It is vague in some instances as well. 'Are all countries supposed to tax: •

SULLIVANFALLS FLAT IN FIRST DEBATE

continued

On

page
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NICK IYENGARoOUT IN RiGHT FIELD

Congressman Rob Simmons (R) and challenger Jim Sullivan (D) took believes to be acceptable is victory.
part in the first of six debates Monday night at the Garde Arts Center in
When questions did not play straight in to Mr. Sullivan's script, he strugdowntown New London. As most realistic observers expected, Rep. gled to answer the questions, an obvious development which Rep. Sinunons
Simmons was the clear winner in the debate, often supplying devastating
pointed out, in case any people (College Democrats or union sheep, perhaps)
retorts to Mr. Sullivan's baseless attacks. However, five more debates remain
were missing it. Because Mr. Sullivan has no record and no qualifications,
BEHIND TIlE COLUMN
in the run-up to Election Day, giving Sullivan multiple chances to show that he of course faced a difficult task in trying to best the incumbent in a debate.
he can march up with Rep. Simmons.
Mr. Sullivan, flustered, asked Kiki Karpen, the moderator, more than once .
, ANDREW MEYERo I HAYE ADD
The debate touched on issues including the war on terrorism, health care to move on to new topics, prompting her to remind Mr. Sullivan that he had
and tax cuts. Rep. Simmons backed his support for our involvement in Iraq, not had equal time and would not be able to make up the gap later on in the
Before I start, I'd like to file a say, "oh crap I'm late," and run
the prescription drug benefit recently passed by debate. Mr. SulVvan, desperate to move on, replied that this was fine with
, complaint. I thought I made it pretty
away.
Congress, and the tax relief provided by President
him.
clear in last week's column that the
Wednesday afternoon: I hide
Bush and congressional Republicans. On the other
Mr. Sullivan's chief campaign strategy is to tie President Bush, who is
,. new 11th commandment is "Thou
under the bed, hoping nobody will
hand, Mr. Sullivan made the claim that the "Bush- not overly popular in the Second District, to Rep. Simmons. Th;
~ shalt not giveth lots of homework if find me.
Sinunons" policies of the last four years (as if Bush
Congressman described himself as "a fiscal conservative, because it's yOUF
Wednesday
night: C to the
thy
and Simmons are "thick as thieves") had hurt the money, II and that is a point of view one might expect to hear from our
Cowboys
hizief finds me and scolds me for not
Second District of Connecticut, and that a change is President. However, Rep. Simmons went on to point out that he is a liberal
have a big writing a column.
needed.
on social matters "because it's your life." Sullivan's strategy of trying to tie
gam
e ."
Thursday afternoon: I decide
Rep. Simmons, who has been a voice of inde
Rep. Simmons to President Bush is disingenuous and desperate, but also
to start my column, only to realize
Professor
pendence and moderation during his two terms in revealing of an underlying truth.
.I
that I have no idea what I am going the House of Representatives, showed impressive debating ability, answerHernandez,
The saddest part of the challenger's soon-to-be failed campaign is tho
to write about. I decide to seek the ing all questions directly and substantively. Four years in Congress has pro- fact that if this were not a Presidential election year, Mr..Sullivan would have
I congratuadvice of the mighty gray inspiration vided Rep. Simmons with a solid record to use in making the case for a third no traction whatsoever. Without partisan rancor and anti-Bush sentiment to
late
you:
you are the box, and go play old school term in the House. Mr. Sullivan, however, has no such record, and thus had base his campaign upon, Mr. Sullivan's campaign would have nothing to
Nintendo for an hour instead of writ- nothing to fall back on during the questioning by the three-person panel.
only teacher
offer. What I find most amazing (and I have said this often) is not so much
who is not ing.
Mr. Sullivan proved to be stunningly predictable and scripted - basicalhow poor a candidate Mr. Sullivan is, but rather that the Democrats, who
giving me a test this week (and for
Late Thursday afternoon: One ly a mouthpiece for the DNC. He provided the same tired, old Democratic
have targeted this district with millions of dollars in an effort to oust Rep.•
those of you who don't know, the Contra game later, I decide that it's lines, accusing Rep. Simmons of rushing to war and not standing up to the Simmons, could not come up with anyone better. But, needless to say, this
time to start writing. Unfortunately President. Rep. Simmons responded by recalling his service in Vietnam,
• Cowboys have their first nationally
is not something I'm complaining about.
•
televised game, against the hated
forthe life of the column, my intra- which he said ensures that he would never send America's children into war
Voters in the Second District should see through Mr. Sullivan's shallow,
Redskins, on Monday night). And on mural tennis match starts soon, so he did not believe in. When Mr. Sullivan accused Rep. Simmons of not hav- flailing and desperate campaign, and reelect Rep. Sinunons to a third ~ern~
the odds of this column being any ing an "exit strategy" for Iraq, the Congressman retorted strongly, arguing
top of that, my birthday is Tuesday,
in the House, where he will continue to serve the interests of the district irfl
but the plan has now changed from good are roughly equal to the odds that while Democrats complain and squirm, the only exit strategy he a manner that makes Southeastern Connecticut proud.
"Go to Outback and have a party" to of winning Powerball, being struck
"Study." Memo to my. other three
by a lightning, and having a meteor PROFITS OVER
TIlE REAL BIAS IN AMERICAN NEWS MEDIA
demolish your house all in the same
professors,
from The Donald:
•,
"You're fired."
day.
ZACH WEST ° Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
It's ok .... I'm not bitter. ....
Later Thursday afternoon: I
The conversation over bias in American news media has picked up over few months before the war in Iraq began, CNN was constantly running the
Moving on, this week, I am have a great idea: instead of actually
writing about something, I'll just the past few years. People are finally waking up to the fact that "objective"
going to explain to you one of life's
flashy headline "SHOWDOWN: IRAQ", as if promoting a boxing match
write a column onhow I never have news sources -on television, radio, or in print - actually carry significant
most elusive and mysterious riddles.
rather than reporting about an international confrontation. Other news coranything good to write about. As the bias, some of it subtle, some of it overt. The debate now begins to center porations were, and have been, equally shameless since 9/11. Fancy graph.
I'm sure you've all been. wondering
Guinness commercials say ... BRIL- around where the bias lies. Those on the left cry that the media is but a t601 ics, bottom-of-the-screen news tickers, and eye-catching headlines have al'
to yourselves, "What is the meaning
of the right wing, while right-wingers view American news as one big, scary, been employed to raise ratings and confuse Americans' perceptions of what
of life?" Unfortunately, that's not the LIANT!
Thursday night: I walk into the
freedom-undermining, left-wing conspiracy. I don't
question that this column will
is happening and what is relevant. Just look at the past month's election covwant to pursue that debate here, for both sides make erage; Americans at this .point probably know more about the candidates'
answer (but if you're wondering, the College Voice office and hand La
some good points. It's pretty clear, for instance, that service during Vietnam than they do about the candidates' respective ecoanswer is "cookies and milk"). I am Chiefa my column. She gives me a
huge plate of homemade cookies,
the New York Times favors the left, while it's also nomic policies. Which matters more - what John Kerry and George Buslr
.. here to bring you a behind the scenes
and tells me how much the staff
fairly self-evident that Fox News (I use the word did in 1969, or what they plan to do in 2oo5? The news corporations ask a
look at how my column evolves
appreciates my hard work.
'news' loosely) spews forth right-wing tripe like so different question: which story will make us more money, if we run an ad for
from a series of intellectually stimuThursday
night,
5
minutes
much
filth from a leak in a sewer main. But the left- fabric softener during our exclusive coverage?
.
lating thoughts into a 1500 word thelater:
I
wake
up
from
my
brief
or
right-wing
bias
in
the
news
isn't
what
scares
me
Sensationalism also undermines the news by favoring a particular kind
sis. Wait a minute ... my bad, that's
the most. What really frightens me is another type of story: bad news. There's no news like bad news. Running a story aboul
Yoni's column. Well, I'll tell you snooze, pick my head up off my
of bias althogether: the leaning not towards right or good news will make people smile and move on with their day, but if Y0t.!
about the random hodgepodge of desk, and groggily wander over to
can run a story that will make people frightened, disturbed, or paranoid, it
crap that is my column. Without fur- the College Voice office in Cro. I left, but towards profits instead of truth.
The American news media are predominantly composed of private cor- will really get their attention. Thus if you turn on your nightly news, you'Ii
ther ado, I bring you the Schedule of drop my column on the table, get a '
mumbled "thanks," go order myself porations, and, as such, their goal is to tum a profit. This has dangerous
see a disproportionate amount of street crime being reported, next to specia
a Voice Columnist.
some Chicken Tenders, and fire up implications for what Fox News arrogantly terms "fair and balanced" news. reports on the latest scary virus or the threat that strangers pose to your chil-'
Friday: Emily (the chief-editorin-chief-of-chiefness)
reminds me for another Thursday night. Tonight News reporting should be concerned with relevant truths; its purpose is to dren. You hear much more about US soldiers being killed here and there iq
that the deadline for columns is is the Hoe-Down, which involves communicate information about events, figures, and trends that affect the Iraq than you do about the challenges facing the new government there. Arx]
Tuesday night, and tells me that I getting drunk and going to Cro (not world and the people in it. But when private corporations control the news, if a senator is involved in a sex scandal, you'll hear a lot-more about that than
to be confused with last week's. they aren't concerned with truth; they are concerned with ratings, money, the about what the other ninety-nine senators have been up to during the past
should try to hand mine in on time
TNE, Sees and Execs, which "bottom line'. Thus the stories they report aren't necessarily the most rele- week.
this week. I nod and smile. Little
involved getting drunk and going to vant or consequential, but rather the most sensational, the most exciting, and
The low quality of American news media isn't going to change anytimd
does she realize that I'm actually
Cro.)
the
most
attention-grabbing.
A
breaking
story
on
a
92-mph
car
chase
soon,
seeing as public news sources are all but nonexistent in this country:
.daydreaming about Chicken Parm
So
there
you
have
it:
a
behind
the
through
Los
Angeles
will
grab
people's
attention
and
raise
ratings,
and
and
Ralph
Nader has a snowball's chance in hell of being elected president:
Night, and not listening to a word
scenes
look
at
the
amazing(ly
bortherefore
profits
much
more
than
a
report
on
the
national
deficit
or
So
unless
you
choose to go to the BBC for your news, you'll just have t<l
she says.
keep getting news the American way: staring bleary-eyed at your television,
Monday: Her Chiefness asks me ing) creation of a column. I hope you Rwandan genocide.
as Dan Rather tells you exactly what you don't need to know.
The sensationalist behavior of the media has been especially evident
if I've started my column yet. I tell enjoyed it more than I did, because I
enjoyed it about as much as 1 enjoy since 9/11, in reports on terrorism, the Iraq war, and the election. For the
her that I'm almost done visualizing
II

II

VHl:

Tuum;

.. myself writing a column, which is
clearly the hardest part. She gives
me a dirty look.
Tuesday Night: The Chieftan
asks me for my column. I look at my
• watch (which is broken anyway),

;
~
:
•
:

being kicked in the face by a guy
wearing golf cleats. Have a good
weekend, and if you're going to the
hoe-down, remember this: cowboys
don't pop their collars.

Writing for the Voice: it's better
than watching ElimiDate.
And we know that's what you're reaIIy
. doing late Thursday night.
dall x2812 to change ~our life.
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ave an opinion.
Is it hilarious?
The Voice is looking for humor columnists.
Call x2812 to tickle our funny bone.
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By JEREMY MAKE
STAn' WRITER

In 1979, few people had heard of RuPaul Andre
Charles. The neighborhood kids knew him only as a
sissy who pranced around his front yard in a pink dress,
and it didn't help that, on one occasion, he was mistaken for a girl. It seemed his mother was his only fan.
"His name is RuPaul Andre Charles and he's gonna be a
star," she said when he was born, '''cause ain't another
mother f**ker alive with a name like that."
But a photographer named Tom Hill must have
known that Ru was, indeed, going to be a star. A black
and white photograph of the budding entertainer reveals
a Iook that says, "I know it will happen soon." His face
is:y'oung and confident, ready, cool even. His lips begin
to reveal a smirk, and we know, even at this age, that this
bey has promise.
"God, I was 18 then," Ru reminisced with me in a
~9ne conversation Tuesday morning. "And the number
o,,~ obstacle was trying to get over my self-loathing."
'fhroughout his life, RuPaul has had to face himself
as 9ften as he had to face others. At 12, Ru fell in love
wl\;h a boy at school in San Diego. But, "by then, I was
akeady a pro at hiding my feelings, so that's what I did."
- "The week after his 18th birthday, Ru lost his virginit~10 a man twice his age, a counselor at the gay center
in San Diego. "He was a lovely man," Ru recalls. "That
firSt time he kissed me, my knees buckled, they literally
b~~ed.
He didn't take advantage of the situation,
l(\!ljough I wish he had," Ru jokes (the promiscuity is
not surprising _ within 15 seconds of beginning the

interview, questions about the need for a spanking were
running rampant).
His sexuality blossomed, but Ru was still lost. He
was stuck driving used, luxury cars across the country
for his brother-in-Iaw's business; he was smoking "all
tbe weed I could smoke," and his time in school was
coming to an end either because he dropped out, was
kicked out, or failed to show up to a single class.
"I had all these wild feelings, but directors were
always telling me they weren't OK. I was sort of just
waiting for the right moment," Ru remembers.
Whether it was "Rul'aul and the V-hauls," Ru's first
attempt at show business with the Wayne's World-esque
television show, an autobiography entitled "If You Love
Me, Give It To Me" that be sold for $2.00, or his cameo
in the B-52's video for "Love Shack," RuPaul was moving up the ladder. He found the right time to unleash
himself to the world as a self-proclaimed "black hooker
drag [queen]," and it didn't take long before he was
voted "Queen of Manhattan" by prominent night owls
around the city.
A duet with Elton John (t'Don't Go Breakin' My
Heart"), a role in a Spike Lee film (Crooklyn), and an
endorsement deal with M.A.C. Cosmetics pushed Ru
over the top. By 1994, he was a star, and "she" was his
image.
RuPaul has hosted "The RuPaul Show" on'vHI, the
WKTU morning show in New York City, and, on
Tuesday morning, a radio show sponsoring a RuPaul
Look-Alike Contest.
continued

on page
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Mildly Stimulating Jane Austen Book
Club is No Match for the Real Deal

,
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Ultra-divatransvestite RuPaul makes a triumphant return to the music scene with his new dance album RuPaulRedHot

Find Time for Somewhere'
By SOPHIE FIT1.GERALD

In the Central Valley of California,

JAN E A U S TEN
BOO K C L U B

·Jump Off the
Bandwagon!
Change is good. I've always believed this. The proof is in my hair - other
than mom no one knows what color it really is, not even me. That'swhy it's
___
.., time to revolutionize Jump Off The Bandwagon.
The truth is, the music industry is consistently
putting out crap. So much crap. that Ican't find
three decent CDs a week to get excited about.
Why waste time talking about three mediocre
CDs when I could tell you about. .. say .... one
awesome CD, one kick-ass comic book, and
one ridiculously cool independent fashion
designer? Or maybe one stellar movie, one
intriguing young adult novel, and my favorite
TV show of the week? You get the idea. Jump
Off The Bandwagon will remain your source for
EMILY MORSE
~
~ump Off the Bandwagon! stuff you might not otherwise hear about, and
stuff Ljust plain can't ignore. But now you get a
~
little variety. and I don't have to throw together
top ten lists when there's nothing new to listen to. So, without further delay,
Ine all-new, all-awesome Jump Off The Bandwagon.
'.

CSI: New York'
CBS Wednesday 10:OOpm
~ I can't escape CSI. My younger sister watches the original (which takes
place in Vegas) like it's her job, and I blanlO that on my parents, who TiVo
every episode of Law & Order and Law & Order: SVU and watch them
marathon style. Crime drama is in my blood and this week's series premiere
of CSI: New York didn't disappoint. There are several reasons I love CS/ for one thing, it's not for the squeamish. They don't hesitate to show you,
.say, a bloated corpse tbat's been sitting in a bathtub for days, or a close-up
reenactment of how a bullet entered the brain. And of course, the characters
j,n the CS/ series can't be i.gnored. While in some crime dramas the regular
characters are merely a backdrop to the crime of the week, on CS/, CS/:
If:iami, and as J d covered on Wednesday evening, CS/: 'Wew York, the

•

,

,I

STAfF WRITER
a book' club
«
devoted to Jane Austen's novels meets monthly to disThe Somewhere in Time Cafe
STAFF WRlTER
cuss the author's purpose and personality that they have offers more than good food. There is
.In the inconsistent modern world that we live, many
deduced from their own readings of each book. The something so soothing about it's
of us seek comfort in things with a'level of preclictabilifounder of the club is a single woman named Jocelyn homey atmosphere and friendly
ty, like the New York Times Bestseller List. While titles who is almost as obsessed with Jane Austen as she is waiters that leaves more than your
travel within the ranks, there are some reliable staples in with her career as a dog breeder. Jocelyn handpicks the stomach satisfied when you exit. It
the .fiction ratings, like a few leg;::a.::l.::thr=il.::le::r.::s,,,a:...:.se::n.::t=im:..::.en:.:.-_...:"::th:.:.e::r...:m=e=m::b.::e.::rs:..::.of:...::th::ec...:;club:
her best friend, Sylvia, who doesn't feel like a restaurant; it feels
tal-relationship novel or two, the
is going through a divorce; like you stopped in at a neighbor's
newest chick lit about a twentyT HF
Sylvia's homosexual daughter house and they happened to bring
something fashionista living in
Allegra; Bernadette, an elderly you the very meal you were craving.
The menu is a bit daunting since
New York or London, and whatwoman who has recently sworn
ever book is currently being
off personal hygiene; Prudie, a it has so many appetizing choices.
touted by a daytime television
young high school teacher who The Cafe's lunch selection includes
personality,
r It "
obnoxiously peppers her conver- sandwiches, wraps, and salads, all
".You can imagine my sursations with French sayings; and made with fresh produce, a wide
prise when I first saw The Jane
Grigg, a science fiction devotee selection of cheeses, and delicious
A'llsten Book Club QY Karen Joy
that just moved into the area and meat choices. Ihad a turkey wrap on
Fowler on the New York Times
who is the only man in the club. a previous visit and the turkey was
Bestseller List. The American
The novel is divided accord- moist and fresh, not simply deli
people, who rave about the litering to the months in which the cold-cut turkey. I felt they must have
aiy" contributions
of The
book club decides to meet. roasted a turkey that morning for it
Dttvinci Code and know more
Within .each section, one of the to have tasted so scrumptious.
aEibut Jessica Simpson's life
members
chooses
one of
Although Somewhere in Time's
than those of our Presidential
Austen's novels and hosts the lunch menu is fabulous, their breakcandidates, are now reading
book club at their' horne. The fast is what I like the most. Their
. about Jane Austen, a staple in
section chronicles the discourse pancakes, French toast, and Belgian
great literature, without being
between the members about the waffles are so good that I haven't
instructed by Oprah? With
current novel and discloses been able to order eggs. While I
restored faith in the taste and
KAREN
JOY
F()WLH~
information about the host's vowed to try one of their egg dishes
inteiligence of my fellow counpast. Old relationships
are this time and felt my mouth water at
trymen, I drove to Borders, read
reflected upon and new relation- the sight of other people eating
·:ihe book's praises comparing Fowler to Austen on the ships are formed in both the lives of the book club mem- omelets, when I browsed the menu, I
• back cover, splurged on the hardcover for twenty-three
bers and of Austen's characters in each novel. Sylvia ended up ordering pancakes again.
Jill, our friendly waitress,' underdollars and ninety-five cents more than I can afford, and struggles with her divorce, Allegra contemplates
stood when I didn't simply want
began to read.
continued
on page 6
,1'i

By ERIN RUSSELL

,
,,

three blueberry pancakes, but two
blueberry pancakes and one slice of
the Texas Cinnamon French Toast.
She also understood when one of my
companions ordered two Apple
Cinnamon pancakes and one chocolate chip pancake, and when my
other companion ordered one chocolate chip pancake and a Belgian waffle with caramelized apples on top.
She knows how hard it is to narrow
down your desires when faced with
an extensive menu. When I asked Jill
what her favorite items were she
replied, "Oh gosh! I don't know! I
have to think about it." She favors
the Texas Cinnamon French Toast
(which led me to order a slice to try)
and for lunch she recommends the
Barbeque Chicken Wrap.
,Selina, a co-owner of the restaurant, told me that she has owned
Somewhere in Time for four years.
Before she purchased her share, she
said the cafe was a coffee shop. Part
of the coffee shop feeling remains,
as you can help yourself to brewed
coffee (espresso drinks can be made
by order) and a refrigerator with
sodas
and
assorted
juices.
Somewhere in Time offers specials
by the week that include a pancake
special, omelet special, house special (this week it was the Belgian
waffle topped with caramelized
apples), and a Lite special ("For
those who are looking to cut calo-

ries," said Selina).
Of course, when dining at
Somewhere in Time, you cannot
even think about calories. The pancakes are slightly smaller than the, '
plates found in Harris. They are also, '
thick and fluffy, and best when com-.' ,
plimented
with blueberries
or
chocolate chips. The portions are ."
extremely generous for a very rea- I
sonable price. For $7.00 you could,
easily walk out of the cafe exclaim- '; ,
ing that you might not ever be able' ,
to eat again.
.. I
Somewhere in Time is open.,
Tuesday through Friday from 6 am: '
to 2: 15 pm and Saturday and Sunday
from 7 am to 2: 15 pm. There is USU-l'
ally a wait on the weekends, but the,
food makes up for any delay. The.'
most popular items on the menu are. I
the banana bread French toast (it is, •
fantastic!)
and the Somewhere
omelet special (which includes broccoli, bacon, and cheddar cheese with,·'
a side of home fries). It is easily the,:
best brunch place in the area and the .•
only reason it hasn't become ar '
Connecticut College favorite iSI."
because it's off the beaten path. Take,:
these directions and check it out!
Take 1-95 north to exit 90 .. '
Take a left at the lighr.
Bear left (this is Rt. 27),'
until you reach CT-184.
Take a right and go straight»;
at the stoplight.
J

i

I'

Hey! I Like Other Stuff Too!
viewer can really get into the developed back~ounds and plots that focus
on the investigators. While we haven't gotten to unlock a whole lot about
the supporting cast, lead Detective
Mac Taylor (played by Gary Sinise) is
sensitive, passionate; and lets the
audience know straight up why he
can't sleep at night - given he's speaking to a comatose woman, but it gives
us an emotional connection to the
character. And on the freak-out front,
the series premiere had a serial killer,
a creepy lair, and a medical-experiment-gone-wrong.
They're already
pulling out all the stops, and next week promises a search for a rat that ate
a bullet out of a corpse. I can guarantee you my mom won't be watching
(L&O has the same time slot), but you can bet money that I will be,
Try it if you like: CSI (dub), Cold Case, Law & Order: SVU
Auf Der Maur Auf Der Maur
Virgin Records 2004
You know Melissa AufDer Maur. If not for her work in all-girl band The
Chelsea, or Black Sabbath tribute Hand of Doom (featured in the
Halloween issue from 2002, for you Bandwagon historians), then you're
familiar with her contributions to Hole's Celebrity Skin and the Smashing
Pumpkins' Machina following the departure of D' Arcy Wretzky. She's my
all-time favorite bassist, and now she has a solo album. Tbe variety and versatility of Auf Der Maur is striking. Her unmistakable voice ranges from
guttural to ghostly, the guitars from heavy and
distorted to poppy and mellow. Auf Der Maur's
lyrics are simple, if mind-bending, and there's a
feeling of gothic romance to the whole albuDl.
She uses piano, not to tone it down, but to up the
ante in combination with traditional heavy metal
power chords. Auf Der Maur combines influences ranging from traditional folk rock to seventies dash metal. Conveniently, tbe first track on
the album is "Lighting Is My Girl" -by the end of this record, rou'll be
thunderstruck.

.

•,

Try it if you like: Poe, Drain STH, Queens of the Stone Age

Bile Club
Written by Howard Chaykin & David TIschman,
Art by David Hahn
Vertigo Comics 2004
I'm going to be honest with you guys. ks:
The primary reason I picked up this book _
is the cover -, it depicts a punky female
vampire wearing only black lace panties
drinking blood out of a carton. There is no f.
possible way to NOT be intrigued by this.
However, the plot is what really "sucked" ,ft
me in. In the Bite Club world, vampirism isfT:.'i:-+
not a cult thing. It's not a "people of the
night" thing. It's a disease gone wrong,
and the vampires living out in California
are now their own race. The characters
we're concerned with - the Del Taro fami-I.
ly - are the vampire mafia, and on the very Pf
first page of issue one, leader of the pack
Eduardo Del Taro is ShOl with sitver bnl-'- .... '--'
lets. By the third page he's skewered on a patio umbrella - intestines falling
out and everything. If Anne Rice is the queen of vampire lore, and Joss
Whedon of Buffy is the king, Chaykin, Tischman, and Hahn are the rebel
princes. In order to read this yon have to pUl aU you think you know about·
vampires behind you. The Del Taro's can play golf with a priest (hell, one ,
of them IS a priest), or grab a blood smoothie on the way to a meeting, The
first time we meet Risa Del Taro (our lovely cover model and daughter of
the late Eduardo) is i.n a fetish club scouting for her indie record label and '
getting a little action. Speaking of the cover (drawn by Frank Quitely), it's
not the only intriguing aspect of the art. Each page has a distinctive color
scheme - the club scene, for example, is tinted with purple in blues. The
pages where Cousin Victor rips a prostitute's heart out are colored entirely
Wtth different shades of red and pink. This mini-series is fresh, twisted, and
somehow sexy, but absolutely not for the faint of heart.

I
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TO~~~ick to GiveConn Students Somethingto ChewOn
guest musicians who have nothing in common with the genre at

ill

' . STAFF WRITER

SAC's Friday Nights Live concert series
continues
Friday,
September 24 with an artist who
sRans so many genres that one
would be hard pressed to find a student who could object to the music
based on "style." Doug Ray, better
known
by
his
stage-name,
Toothpick, is the quintessence of
uniqueness, His image conjures
notions
of
the
stereotypical
singer/songwriter,
simultaneously
tormented and hopeful and never
without a message to preach. That's
where the stereotype ends though.
His music is where the true flavor is. With a guitar in hand, one
would expect something to the effect
of Jason Mraz, Howie Day, or any
other
store-bought
songwriter.
Instead, Toothpick
delivers
an
almost indescribable rareness to the
music scene.
With a voice as deep and raspy
a, Leonard Cohen, he amalgamates
elements of rap, hip-hop, folk, jazz,
blues, funk, and jam .: On his debut
album, Drive Easy, Toothpick brings

hand, but the trick here is that this is
exactly the style Toothpick claims as

is Own.

For those who contend that
music should be judged by the quality of its lyrics, fear not. Drive Easy
sports lyrics that range from
provocative and philosophical to
simply playful and ridiculous. The
first track - one that has been turned
into an occasionally aired music
video - is titled Time Trovelin'
Couch. 1t assumes an environment
where the protagonist, against his
mother's wishes, takes his couch on
a
journey
through
time.
Preposterous as it sounds, the song
has a moral. Consequent of reckless
time travel, the' son sees his own
conception (think about that one for
a bit) and learns, as hopefully everyone would, that time traveling isn't
such a great thing after all.
Everyday and Every Night Girl
is for the romantic listeners. It
places somewhere within the poles
of a Sting ballad - between stalker
and romancer. Also, for the politically minded listener, there is Dirty

Politician, a song with a title that
accurately represents its theme,
while Green Monster offers a social
commentary about the obsession
and fascination that our culture has
with pills.
In the world of up-and-coming
musicians, the majority of performers are lost in the mix. Toothpick's
success, however, seems inevitable.
Last year he was contracted by
Morgan Spurlock to write the theme
song to the film Super Size Me.
Spurlock's film told the true story of
a man who binged on McDonalds'
food for a month with drastic consequences. The positive press from the
film pushed Toothpick into the spot
light. In addition, he has been touring with some of the biggest names
in popular music today. O.A.R.,
Guster, Gavin Degraw, Ziggy
Marley, and Robert Randolph are
just a few of the bands with whom
Toothpick is associated. Tonight, in
the Cro's Nest, you can see and hear
first hand the phenomenon that is
Toothpick. Friday Nights Live is
proud to bring the best and brightest
independent artists, and Toothpick is
surely the cream of the crop.

Flashes of Brilliance: Bright Young Things Ultimate Leisure is
Only a Kayak Away'
By

LIBBY LEVINE

STAI'I' WRITER

Everyone likes to have a little fun. During the
roaring twenties, affluent young Brits were as
carefree as the flappers and jazz artists in
America. But what happens when partying
becomes the focal point of one's life? This is the
question that Bright Young Things, written and
directed by Stephen Fry, attempts to answer.
Although the film is an adaptation of Evelyn
Waugh's novel Vile Bodies, the sex, scandal,
cocaine, alcohol, and money bring to mind F.
Scott Fitzgerald's famous characters in The Great
Gatsby, Agatha (Fenella Woolgar), Miles
(Michael
Sheen), Simon Balcairn
(James
McAvoy), and the rest of the bright young cast
exhibit the same type of carelessness that
Fitzgerald writes of.
Lavish costumes, cinematography, bright colors, and bold design are all highlights of this film.
At- the opening party, an amalgam of red color
schemes, swing music, and ornamented masks set
the scene, while at another party, the screen
becomes a mess of color and confusion.
Audience members may feel as though they
are watching a production of Les Miserables as
the subplot progresses. Scandal plagues the bright
young things-"but
only while they are sober
(which is not often)." The theme of carelessness is
taken to an extreme when Agatha drunkenly
drives someone else's racecar into a tree and is
placed in a mental asylum, where she then proceeds to mutter painfully to her absent friends.
Extremes are an important part of the lives of all
characters. However, Fry tends to pursue this
theme too far.
The two main characters who do care for other
pe.ople are Nina Blount (Emily" Mortimer) and
Adam Symes (Stephen Campbell Moore). They
are trying to find enough money to get married.
When Adam's first novel is taken from him upon
re-entering Britain, he is left with nothing but

LIZ BRADLEY

Trailblazer
,

i

debt. However, after a series of fortunate events,
he is able to slide one thousand pounds into his
pocket which he immediately re-invests. Only
later does he discover that this investment may be
a scam.
Nina, thougb passionately in love with Adam,
knows she needs stability so she can take care of
herself. She tells Adam of her engagement to
another man just before the start of the war that he
is forced to fight in. After the war, Adam comes
home to find Nina (whom he thought was dead
from a bombing) with his son. In another positive
tum of events, Adam and Nina end up together,
poor but happy.
The film's optimistic ending shows viewers
what can happen to a truly good person; "what
goes around comes around" is a phrase that perfect~y encapsulates the message of the film. A
happy ending to a story such as this puts a smile

(

On a warm September afternoon, a friend and I decided to head to down,
to Mystic and try something new. I'd been kayaking a few times before, but,
nothing intense. Both of us were rowers, so we figured rowing, kayaking v-j
same difference. Yeah. They're not really anything alike. That's the great,
thing about kayaking though; you don't need any experience to enjoy it. JYStr
make sure you get the basics down and take heed of any traffic on the river..
We rented our kayaks from MysticRiver Kayak, which is conveniently
located right on the river. You don'thave to worry about strapping cumbersome boats onto your car or anything - been there done thatl (1 would not,
reconunend highway driving with a pr-ecariously strapped canoe on youcroof.) In fact, there's virtually no wait from when you arrive to when you can •
start.
,-..
In addition to the ease of renting a kayak here, the Mystic River itself is,
a rather unique place to explore. The river has picturesque natural inlets and:
marsh areas, creating a scenic setting to have a relaxing experience.
on one's face but does not necessarily correspond
There are also certain key features that distinguish it from other typical,
with the logic of one's brain. In life, there is no Connecticut rivers. You can paddle around near town or the river bank lined'
law that says, "If you're nice, great things will with beautiful homes, or over to the Mystic Seaport. Where else can you gain '\
happen to you."
a true appreciation for the size of an authentic nineteenth century whaling
The reality of the film is skewed, but the story ship from water level?
is so entertaining that one hardly even notices.
There is plenty to look at by the seaport (and the kayak gets you in with- .
Viewers are left pondering the plot and the fate of out paying the ridiculous admission fee). It houses a plethora of ships and
the characters instead of being disgusted with yet boats, including a steamboat that actually takes people for rides along the
another happy ending. The film delicately light- river - and 1would recommend keeping an eye on it because you do not want ~
ens one's mood without exaggerating many of to be in the way of that thing.
life's false flowery happenings. If you are up for
As we paddled by the seaport's Charles W. Morgan whaling ship, I coulda whirl of colorful costumes, a collection of well- n't help but ponder one of life's great questions. WWJDD? (What Would,
developed Gatsby-esque characters, a fascinating Johnny Depp Do?) Obviously he would board the ship and take it over in ap,.
story that flies by, and an idealistic yet satisfying incredibledisplay of his suave piracy, but seeing as we're naturally lacking
sub-plot and ending, Bright Young Things is in the swashbuckling department, we paddled on.
exactly what you are looking for. While the film
Once past Mystic Seaport, and the rest of the town, the amount of river
offers nothing profound, you'll be glad you dedi- traffic decreases significantly and the river grows serene. It's a spectacuJar
cated an evening to it.
spot.
There's something to be said for just getting outside sometimes. Find the
time to do outdoor activities while it's still warm. The leaves are beginning
to change and the river is a great place to view the fall foliage. Keep in mind
that kayaking is something that continues through autumn; just remember to
own feces. It claims he deploys troops from a bundle up.
"salt shaker" and describes suburban life as a
museum with religion as a sideshow.
Mystic River Kayak is located just upstream from the flagpole by the
"Portion for Foxes" describes a broken rela- bridge in downtown Mystic. It's housed in an inconspicuous white shed, but
tionship, blaming both parties for the failure. It if I can find it, anyone can. Call Mystic River Kayak at (860) 536-8381 for
begins with the graphic line "There's blood in my rates, hours, and the official directions.
mouth!' cause I've been biting my tongue all
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
weeki I keep on talking trash but I never say anything." It goes on to describe how hormones take
over the woman's conscience, "And the
talking leads to touching and the touching leads to sexl And then there is no
mystery left."
"A Man/Meffhen Jim" is a tale of
letting go and moving on. It begins
with the story of a friend's suicide and
a report of the note left behind, "If living is the problem/that's just baffling."
Then it continues through more sad
lives before concluding with "The slow
fade of lovellt's your gradual descent
into a life you never meant."
•
•
Even though More Adventurous is
•
actually
less
adventurous
than·
•
Execution, the band manages to provide a variety of styles. "It's a Hit" is
•
•
upbeat, while "1 Never" is slow and
soulful, and "A ManfMeffhen Jim"
•
•
strolls along with horns and simple
percussion.
Whether it is country, soul or alternative songs, Rilo Kiley handles it
effortlessly. Overall, it is a much more refined,
mature and consistent album than the product.off
Saddle Creek and a must buy for anyone out there
open to a new sound.
V
('

JI

Postal Service Backing Vocalist Shines on More Adventurous
By PAUL DRYDBN

AssOCIATE A&E EDITOR

Female-fronted rock groups are considerably
underrepresented in today's music. We've got No
Doubt, Evanescence, the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Liz
Phair, and Michelle Branch, but that's about it
when it comes to chicks that really rock out. The
Britneys and Simpson girls tend to overshadow
any XX chromosome bearing aspiring
rocker.
Luckily, Jenny Lewis, lead vocalist
of indie-rock band Rilo Kiley shows
that there is hope. The LA-based
indie-pop band (with significant country influence) was originally on Saddle
Creek Records, Nebraska's jodie-rock
haven and home to Bright Eyes and
Conor Obert's hundred side projects.
Rilo Kiley's last release on Sadd]l,
Creek, The Execution of All Things,
was highly-acclaimed within musicsnob circles. However the band decided they wanted to change labels and
stepped up to Warner Brothers, releasing More Adventurous a couple of
weeks ago. With More Adventurous,
Rilo Kiley manages to keep their
sound unique while adjusting to please
their new, wider audience.
Two particular qualities that stand
out with Rilo Kiley's music are Lewis'
bright, clear, and expressive voice and her e~otional songwriting. There is joy, sorrow and pam,
which are all expressed strongly through ber
vocals. Many first h.A.rd Lewis as a backup vocal-e

ist on the highly popular Postal Service album
(postal Service member Jimmy Tamborello also
produced the track "Accidntel Deth" for Rilo
Kiley). Lewis has been credited with Gwen
Stefani-like confidence and vulnerability to the
music. In terms of style, Liz Phair makes a more
appropriate comparison. Even though she derives
aspects of her appeal ftom her peers in the chickrock community, fulo Kiley still maintains a

•
•

Do you want to write for The Voice? :

,.•
••
•

."•

unique sound.
The first track, "It's a Hit," is a mockery of
President
Bush. The song cOJ1lpares the
Comander-in-Chief to a monkey tH;.t throws its

•

:

..'

IT DOESN'T MATTER!

.:

Call x2812 to write
fer The Voice, Jabro i.

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Professor David Greven Joins Conn English Department
By
MARIE
GRANT
STAFF WIDTER

•

•

first impressions
of Connecticut
College
were that everyone was very warm and easy-

r="'::''''
=~=-=-~=====""'==-==~~~===-----_':'~~-----~-=--"'l

going, and as a result he felt instantaneously
Each year at Connecticut College new
faculty members are hired that grace the
campus with their charisma, astuteness, and

at home.

intellectual

students can choose from a wide range of
subjects in terms of selecting classes; inter-

poise.

Professor David Greven

is a new addition to the English Department
this year.
Professor

Greven

was originally

from

Greven stated, "I really like the openness
of the college's intellectual offerings. I think

disciplinary [studies] is not only possible,
but encouraged."

New York City and attended Hunter College,
where he received a bachelor's degree in

As a member of the English Department,
Professor Greven believes that "as a depart-

English.

ment we combine a commitment to preserving the European-American
literary tradition with an interest in new directions and
approaches."

Greven

then

moved

to Boston,

where he attended Brandeis University graduate school and attained his doctorate degree
in English. Greven taught at Boston
University for a few years before deciding to
teach at Connecticnt College.
Aside from teaching, Greven is extreme-

ly passionate about film. Greven use to be a
film critic for the Hunter College newspaper
and was thrilled when he got the opportunities to interview

several celebrities,

includ-

ing Cher and Tim Robbins. Greven formally worked at the Film Forum, which is an art
house movie theater in New York City.
Many of Professor Greven's interests
include Antebellum
American literature,
popular culture, television, and film.
When Professor Greven was being interviewed for the Assistant Professor position
at Connecticut College. he was given a tour

of the College and was incredibly impressed
by the students, faculty and staff. Greven's

Currently, Greven is teaching English
120: Seminar in Literature and Gothic
Romanticism, which is a course that scrutinizes 19th century American literature and

its uses of the forms of the Romance and the
Gothic time periods.

Next semester, Greven

will be teaching a course on 1970s film and
a course about nineteenth century American
Literature
and the Cult at' American

Selfhood.
Greven's recent work includes writings
on the stature of a resilient. woman and

Hitchcock.
journals

Professor David Grevenjoins tbe distinguished Connfaculty as a progressive new member of tbe Englisb Department and win be teacbing Englisb /20. (Solod)

He has also published in many
such

as

American

Quarterly;

on film and television, which have appeared
in many compilations such as Reel Food,
Action Chicks, and Reading Sex and the
City. Finally, Professor Greven has a book

Inviolate

and The Nathaniel Hawthorne
Review. Furthermore, he has written articles
on film for journals such as Cineaste and
Cineaction.

coming

build on the film opportunities and to devel-

Genders,

Greven has also written essays

out titled

Men

Democrats Promote Political Participation
continued from page 1
that this election holds for both parties, Democrats and
Republicans have been encouraging the younger generation to vote, going so far as to attend concerts and sporting events in hopes of spreading their word.

The Republicans are also hard at work spending a
,great deal of time in Connecticut promoting their cause.
While Connecticut is not considered a "swing" state,
there has been a surge of Republicans in the recent years,

making Connecticut no longer a "lock" for John Kerry.
Brian Farnen, the executive director of the Bush campaign's Victory Effort stated that "we're working hand. in-hand with college Republicans; we registered voters

schools for interns to give them an opportunity to work
on campaigns and see what a campaign is all about."
Whether or not the "Stann the Dorms" campaign has or will have an effect on the election locally or
even nationwide is still in question, but it has definitely
brought about a stronger interest on campus about the

upcoming election. It has generated conversations and
discussions, and has also provided a window for students
who previously had no motivation to vote. Students who
previously did not have any interest in voting were given

a simple way of registering, and apparently many students took advantage ,of the opportunity.

at UConn football games. We've hit up all the major

Fainstein Presents Strategic Plan
continued from page 1
which all members can reach their full potential.

Fainstein noted that the College is almost 100 years
old and thus needs to be updated. "We need to strengthen our facilities that house students," President Fainstein
said, referring to the creation and improvement of residential dorms as a necessary objective for the College. "I
am committed to improving residential life on campus,"

Fainstein added.
In addition to building a new donn, the proposal
aims at strengthening educational facilities.
Among
these projects is the renovation of the library. President

Fainstein noted that the library needs to be modernized
to meet today's growing need for group work and discussions and media presentations. He added that the
library's newly added coffee bar is "just the tip of the
iceberg."

Another facility that the draft recommends explored
to meet academic

concerns

is'

a

new science

and math

building. The building would be a leading edge in tech-

A

nology.
The proposal will next. be taken to the PPBC,
Priorities Planning and Budget Committee, which controls the College's budget. President Fainstein stated that
he will send a message to the committee as to what.he
thinks the College's priorities should be in implementing
the draft's recommendations.

"Connecticut College 2011: Launching the Second
Century" ultimately needs to be approved by the Board
of Trustees before it can be put into effect. The trustees
will vote on the draft at their meeting on October 23.
After it is approved Fainstein said that he hopes to
use the document "as a vehicle for talking to the rest of

the world." The notion behind this objective is to initiate
the necessary fnndraising for the projects outlined in the
proposal.
President Fainstein added that newly appointed
Gregory Waldron as Vice President for Advancement
"will be the bearer of [the document] to bring to the

Beyond

Manhood

and

Antebellum

American Literature and Culture.
Some of Professor Greven's goals
while he is at Connecticut College are to

Desire:

op courses on the western traditions of gender and sexuality. Professor Greven also
stated that he would like to assist in furthering Connecticut College's commitment to
diversity and pluralism.

Conn Students Get Ready for
Upcoming Camelympics Events
continued from page 1
directed

by students.

It is a student focused

and run

activity. A great deal of the planning comes from the
Office of Residential Life and Housing, Felicity Melillo,
Sbelley Metivier, and Sara Patch. The refs will be volunteer students doing their best to arbitrate the games
fairly. This year the refs have been issued specially
designed Camel jerseys. It will be tough to miss their
pink t-shirts as well as the picture of the camel dressed
in a referee's uniform on the back.
Camelympics is a great way for all students bored
with the regular weekends to get out and have a great

encouraged not to party as much on Camelympics

continued from page 4
whether or not to return to a deceit-

fullover, and Grigg tries to woo the
independent Jocelyn into his arms.
But I found myself strnggling to
define what really occurs

over the

course of the novel. In short, a book
club meets monthly, each member
reflects on their lives, and then the

book club ends after six months. In
the novel,' Bernadette says that "the
public

dikes

a

good

a game of soccer, or coin wars.
The festivities do not end when the games are fin-

ished on Saturday night. SAC has lined up the "Solid
Gold Dance Party" for exhausted Camelympians to
shake out the kinks and relax.
Everyone prepare to get nutty, and may the.best dorm
win.

cannot even discern whether there
even is a plot, never mind if it is a
good one or not. Or maybe it is just

tery, but I found her attempts to connect the two worlds a bit sloppy and
too obvious. I found the novel only

so "simple" that it goes undetected.

mildJy entertaining

to be expanded into a good plot. But
she does not focus or expand on any
of the references enough to make
them important.
The comments on the cover of

the book boast that Fowler intertwines the lives of her characters and

and spent more

time caring about the $23.95 I wasted at Borders than about the charac-

ries, each of which has the potential

public," I

of this "voting

ea

Austen's characters with great mas-

In each chapter, Fowler makes reference to a number of interesting sto-

plot. "something simple" (184). As a
member

week-

end due to the greater risk of getting hurt while playing

....
e ea
or ,.,

o

voting

time. People are still talking about last year's
Camelyrnpics this year, specifically the Jenga game that
went till 4:00 in the moming. Students are generally

ters in the story. So, next time you
have extra cash burning a hole in

your pocket, go to Borders, purchase
3 or 4 real Jane Austen classics for
less than $6 apiece, and experience
some real entertainment.

College the resources it needs."

continued from page 4

DIFFERENT KIND OF FLAT TAX

Before the release of Red Hot,
Ru took a five-year hiatus, "working
from the inside" to re-discover himself. It was the first time, it seems,

continued from page 3

But none of that matters.
Our
conversation
Tuesday
showed me a side of RuPaul that few

themselves or just the rich ones? And if it is just the rich ones, who is the one to classify which is rich? Should the
poor in rich countries be expected to pay for the poor in another? Poor countries have their own elite class as well.
Should the elite in the poor countries get any of the aid?
Chirac also mentioned that the purchasing of arms should be taxed. One would think that only the rich buy a lot

have had the pleasure of seeing. And
when Ru's publicist insisted that we
end the conversation just 20 minutes
after beginning it, I admit there was

that RuPaul didn't need his fans.
"It's been a long time coming,

of weapons, but this is incorrect. Many poor countries spend a lot of money purchasing weapons. Should poor coun-

a sense of longing when I realized
that I may never speak to the man
again,

from it for many years and decided

tries be taxed (like North Korea which spends almost a third of its GDP on its military), then have even more money
sent back at it? How will this happen? It seems COOac was basing his assumption that only rich countries buy military arms. We can see, time and time after again, more complications and vagueness here. It is not surprising that
the US rightfully opposed this move.
The.United States additionally said this proposal was undemocratic. It certainly is. It attacks the sovereignty of
a state which has a right to decide what to do with the money it receives from its citizens. States inherently participate in policies which further the welfare of its own citizens; not foreign ones. Sure the US might send money to a
foreign country, but when it does so it is in its interests.
Instead of this global tax the world should establish a fund which only democratic countries can participate in.
That fund, on the basis that more democracy in the world means more peace (as democracies rarely fight each other),

would give directly to groups that seek to change their country's authoritarian institutions, whether by force or by
political process. The money will not be collected in the form of global taxes, but in the form of democratic countries donating to it. The countries donating the money will be in control. If the body decided to fund a group that
one of the member states did not agree with doing, its money would be exempted from the transaction. Furthermore,

Hidden

inside

the

ultra-diva

transvestite, there is a little boy, soft,
kind, curious, maternal. His voice,

slightly effeminate, but certain and
is soothing. It
locks you into his philosophizing
and opens you to his keen descriptions of the world around him.
"All alone in my room full of
gloom, livin' on the dark side of the

powerful nonetheless,

moon, a phone rings not a moment
too soon. Is it you coming to my res-

a body should be established with a goal of increasing communication between non-governmental, charity orgarti- cue?" Ru sings on his latest album,
zations around the world. These types of organizations are usually much more successful then the bureaucracy of a RuPaul Red Hot, released on the day
of our conversation.
The dance
government in fighting poverty.
This is how it should be done. Holding on to utopian, one world socialist leaning beliefs on fighting poverty bring album rarely comments on the politnothing but failure and increase want. Poverty should be viewed as something which is not the result of market econ-

omy, but because of the existence of corrupt and undemocratic regimes which make poverty their state policy,
whether because they close off their markets to the rest of the world or because they feel a weakened population will
be less apt to overthrow its rulers. Poverty cannot be fought with poverty increasing strategies. Regimes which
spread poverty must be held accountable and money should not be wasted on them if it is simply going to the hands
of the rulers. It is only through wise, realistic and prudent policy can it be combated.

ical and social issues Ru knows so
intimately,
but, occasionally,
we
hear of the "new face" on an oldschool favorite.

and it's something
working on forever.

that I've been
I stepped away

to focus on living a regular human

life, dating, family, me. It's been
hard to do this work. Having a nor-

rna)

life is to know

where you're

going to be sleeping. You get to go to
family reunions and have barbeques.
Well, shit, what's it all about if not

I,

for that?"

So is that little boy still there?
"He's still fragile, but he's growing.
He's growing up because now I can
nurture him the way my parents
couldn't. He doesn't have to act out
as much because he has my full
attention. That little boy needs to

year-old boy standing next to the
wig he never needed.

important he is. I think he's learn-

Today, Ru sings "Looking Good,
Feeling Gorgeous" as though he
really feels it. "Woke up this morning; it's a brighter day. I looked in
the mirror, saw a new face 'cause I
got myself together, steppin' in time.
Everything's
better, this day is

ing."

mine."

know how much we love him, how

In 2001, 22 years after Tom
Hill's photograph revealed the smirk
of a cocky up-and-comer, a photograph was taken of a sensible, 41-

I

RuPaul Red Hot can be purchased at www.rupaul.com.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
......-----a-u-e-s-tio-n-s-a-bo-u-t-s-u"":"'b-s-c""':'rip-t":""io-n-s-=?------,.Ilisten to ei8ht!
Call (860)-439-2812
=
thursday nights in the voice office!
and ask for
•
you won't be disappointed.
,
~
Sarah Mercurio.
~
L
~~
•••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Break 2005- Travel With STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, "
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on~
campus reps. Call lor group discounts. InlormationJReservations '.
1-800-648- 4849 or
:',
www.ststravel.com.

f
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Save $100 when you enroll in a
Kaplan MeAT course in September."

"

"

..

"

Class in preparation for the April 2005 exam
begins on campus
Saturday, October 9th!

:·•
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
",,' ;.•
~ All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic ~
•
•
Break 2005 Travel Program
;,'r.
·1
~Represent
an American Express
.~
•
"Student Travel" Company
- ~,
Guaranteed Highest Commission, Fre~: ~
•
Trips & Great for Resume
:, 1,
Your pay equals your efforts
:',
... AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations 1-':
800-336-2260
":• ,
~:
•
www.americanstudent.info
:•
"
.••.....•..••.............................................••.•••......•..•••.•
\

Enroll today!

1·80B·KAp· TEST
kaptest.comjmcat

n,

Test Prep and Admissions
'Me,;" is ~ r~';'.crcd troden",.-of the ~,,':,';dlI,i1111111~t'l"rit:"' M~iJlc"'c\~"ie!l,
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CAMEL FUN PAGE!

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:• Top Ten Things we Would Like to See Added the to
:
Harris Dinning Experience
•

l!

._----------------_.

:10. Straws

••

:9. A second Ice dispenser
•
•
:8. Tupperware - save us Ihe Irouble of bringing OUiown

••

:1.
••
•
'6.
•
•
•
:5.
•
•
:4.

,'

••

,

,

MILK!- or alleaSIa dairy farm OUion Ibe fish bowl
•

Tony Ihe Dger
Toni from Ihe snack shop
Kosher food station .. .for Yoni

:3. Happy MeallOYS

•••

·2. A few hundred more lame varieties of popsicles
•
•
President Falnstein ponrait above Main St. to welcome yOUto each meal'
••
:CNole:The College Voice has nOlhing bUilhe UlmOSIrespeci for Ihe admin:Islrallon and employees of Harris Refeclory and appreciate alllbe hard
:wOrllthey put in to keep the student body healthy and happY...and fUll.
•Also, for the sake of the class of '05, bring back Ihe black salad bowls!)

•

J,'

:1.

ft------------------.

Think 1I0Uhave whalII I8kes 10 wrRe the Top Tenll E-mailllou ideas 10
ccvOice@conncoll.edu and cehck the run page 10 see n vou made the cut

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••

Wait, we got zero submissions for last week's "Camel Close-Up," so
Ithat must mean no one could figure it out! Our last photo was a close-I
IUP of the camel's leg outside of Cro, We wanted to give you an easy I
one to start, but it looks like we're going to have to take a step back
IWith this issue, so here's a hint: the photo fits with the theme of this
I
Iweek's fun page. And remember, send your solutions to
I
Iccvoice@connCOll.edU and keep checking the camel fun page to see I
if you've solved this week's mystery!

._-----------------.

':In the familv of camels there are onlv 2 species: The dromedary, characterized bv one hump and long legs, lives in the
deserts of Arabia and Africa. The bactrian camel has 2 humps and is shoner with a very thick coat. The
ftatrian lives in nonhern Asia, China and Afghanistan, in areas called "steppe" that are mostlv grasslands."
Source:
naturefarm.co.za
,

1·················i[liiiiiiiiii .. iii·i:iliiiiiiiSi·················1
•
••

•

Now Ibat our stomaChs have readjusted to college life, t
he roving reponer sel OUito discover those things aboUi Harris that keeps students coming back for more:

:

•
••
:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Senior:
Sarah folsom

Sophomore:
Puni Almonv

''They've got ice cream at
breakfast!"

"Bananas plus peanut buner
plus Cocoa Krispies equals
lummy in my tummy."

Junior:
Chris ferrantino
"Girlie girls in shortie shons. ThaI'S
Why Winter? Not suCh a gOOdtme
for Hanis."

Not fun enough?

Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

freshman:
Katherine Smnh
favorite thing about HarrIS Is
that there's never any Ice and
there's never anvwhere to sn."

"My

Because seriously, this page needs more alileration.

•
.
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Sailing Teams Active Across N.E. Cross Country Teams Play Host To
By

YON. FREEMAN

MANAGING EDITOR

A t a number of regattas last
weekend, Connecticut College was
a.ble to score. successes in its ongomg q~estto unprove Conn's image
as havmg a competitive and flourI·shing sailing program. The Camels
managed to come in fourth at the
Hatch Brown Regatta, sixth at Mrs.
Hurst Trophy, ninth at the Nevins
Trophy Regatta, and third at the NE
Sloop Champs.
At Hatch Brown, the Camels
reached fourth place. Out on the
Charles River, the coed sailing team,
out of 18 schools, scored a total of
214 points, moving in front of
Brown (230) and St. Mary's (243).
Amanda Calkins 'OS in the "A" division came in 9th with 132 points.
Sbe sailed along with Hans Jensen
'07. Calkins remarked that weather
. conditions at the Boston University
hosted competition, were "shifty,
with breeze, cold and rain on
Saturday while on Sunday it was
Sunnier.
II

On the team in general she
remarked that it was a livery deep
team, with lots of players at sintilar
levels and very competitive." She
added that they were "good friends
on and off the water." She was highly optimistic of the future and added
that she felt they were on a "huge
upswing," especially with the addition of a new freshmen class with
"lots of talent and speed. On her
coach, Jeffrey Bresnahan, she said
he was "great and knew how to put
together good pairings."
Andrew Baker '06 competed in
Boston as well, coming in second in
II

his "B" division along with Emma
Haritos and Ingrid Wenzler (82
.
al
pomts tot ). Baker made clear that
h
eac event can run between 15 and
40
. t
.h h I
f
nunu es, WIt t e ength 0 the
course around one mile. On the
f h
d
res man a ditions to the team this
h f
d
year e oun them to have lots of
tr
th
d
s eng s an th erefore he has a positi
I k
th
I ve out 00 to
e future of the
t
"'"
f
earn, we are ocusing a lot more
d
d
h
on spee an we ave doing a lot
b tt tho
e er IS year at events. People are
focusing a lot harder and trying a lot
h ar der t0 d 0 we.II " H e saiid Tu fts was
considered Conn's arch-rival in sailing, and they have been neck to neck
in the past. Tufts came in third place
in Boston.
The women's sailing team took
sixth place at the Mrs. Hurst Trophy
Regatta. At the Dartmouth College
sponsored event, the Camels scored
224 points; placing them ahead of
Boston
College
(240)
and
Georgetown University (246).
At least two of the five races
were met WIth C onn scoring "two
bullets" - slang for winning. Overall
they received 114 points in the '!A"
division, taking seventh place. In the
"B" division, Emily Whipple '06
and Brock Anderson '07 reached
fifth place with 110 points.
On the outlook for the future
Kendall said that the "freshmen have
a lot of talent and potential. She
noted Charlie Moclica '08 who she
described as the team's "heavy hitter." She added that their coach
"brought a lot of personal experience to the sport and was a good
humored guy."
She is "excited about adding
•

II

Connecticut College Invitational

dept to the team and hopes the campus community comes out and
watches" their home meets,"
By GERALD WOl.'l
Connecticut College also took
STAFF WRITER
part in the NE Sloop Champs at
Niantic Bay. Christine Jackson '08 a
member of the Race Committee for
The Connecticut College men's cross country team
this event, which is involved with started another season in its usual fashion. After all the
setting up the races, said "Ourteam training sessions, which consist of running on the trails
had a great start and a great come- and lifting in the gym, there were finally races to be run
back, fmishing strong. Connecticut and won. There is no better way to starta season than to
College placed third, one place out run your first meet on your home turf.
of making tbe nationals. Amanda
The Connecticut College Invitational, which is an
Clark '05, Pete Lelek '05, and annual event on the cross country calendar, was held at
Forbes Barber '06 took part in the the Harkness State Park in Waterford on Saturday. The
event. Jackson remarked that the Camels finished an impressive seventh out of 24 teams,
team was very tight and she expect- accumulating 163 points. Southern Connecticut State
ed the future to be bright.
won the invitational with a score of 68 points, followed
Elizabeth Hawkins '08, anotber by the College of New Jersey (85) and New York
teammate competing in Niantic Bay, University (92.)
said the Conn sailing team has had a
"Weran well and a lot of guys set their personal best
lot of fun together and it was "the times on the course which is definitely an improvement
best community I think I could bave from last year," stated co-captain John Ridyard '06. "BA
come into here at Conn. I really love (Brain Adams) had a breakthrough race and tbis lifts the
it. You meet many different people." team as a whole. Hopefully the team can move up, come
The final event in which the championship time."
blues and whites took part was in
Adams '06 was the pick of the Camel runners as he
Kings Point, New York. The team posted a time of 26:29 on the 8k course finishing in 23rd
finished ninth at the Nevins Trophy place. Junior captain John Ridyard came in second for
Regatta hosted by the US Merchant the Camels and 27th overall with a time of 26:33.
Marine Academy with 139 points. In
"We have a lot of work ahead of us and if the 4th and
the "A" division Danny Markham 5th men close the gap we will be very competitive. We
'06 and Niko Kotsatos '05 earned must also realize that our competitors have also
third place with 23 points. Charlie improved and stocked up on new talent," Adams said.
Modica '08 and Kit Will '07 took Adams transferred from Division I scbool UNH and has
11th place with ~9 points. Finally, brought stability, speed and depth to an already talented
Eric Aronsohn '08 in the IICII team of young Athletes. The team does seem to miss
Division scored ~9 points finishing graduating senior Adam Fitzgerald but with a talented
15th.
incoming freshmen class, the team should be able to
The Camels are scheduled to mange without the All New England runner, who is now
compete at Tufts for the prestigious the assistant coacb of the Camels. This team has a bright
Hood Trophy on September 25 and
26, with the action getting under
way at 9:30AM.
II

Camel Of The Week: Molly Kawachi

Carter: The Real World Series
Fr-

•

By STEVE STRAUSS
STAFF WRITER

Though there were many standout athletic performances at Conn
Hold' em has a way of making itself
College over the past week, few can
appear very easy to play and effortrival the statistical and intangible
less to learn. Both are true of course.
weight carried by tbe volleyball
That is, if you're playing with tbose
team's Molly Kawachi '06. On
dogs in that famous poker picture.
Wednesday, Kawacbi tallied a
The World Series of Poker is
remarkable 25 assists in the Camels'
very captivating because it makes
huge victory over Western New
the game seem so easy, when in fact
England College. As a setter,
there is much to be learned. Ok, so
Kawachi has assisted her teammates
knowing what combination of cards
at a blistering pace. The win brought
beats another can be learned fairly
Conn back to an even .500 record for
quickly, but what about the other
the season and ended WNEC's 5stuff the game involves? Like bluffgame win streak. Earlier this month,
Conn swept its own Camel
Invitational, going 3-0 and winning Molly Kawachi '06 bas been a true leader for tbe vo{{eybafl team all season long. (Steflger)
9 of 10 games; Kawachi was named "Celebrating
Women: Honoring returning starters have improved
to the all-tournament team.
those who have Taught Us to Give", tremendously and our freshmen ,arc;
continued from page 10 I'm referring to the Red Sox and Yankees. Each and
Off the field, Kawachi has, in recognizing the contributions of 100 extremely versatile players. We are
came into the league in 1983. In basketball, there have every game, be it regular or postseason, will be packed many ways, led the community in women. Kawachi was nominated by playing at the beginning of the seabeen so many great teams in the past 25 years that no with emotion and memorable moments, no matter what assists as well. The past two years, the center, and will be featured as son, the way we were mid season
the outcome. This much is guaranteed, but what is also she has organized V-Day Conn
t"l9 could sustain a rivalry for enough time to be considlast year. I feel so privileged to play'
one of the honorees.
guaranteed is that when it comes to the playoffs, one College, a benefit performance of
ered the best. The "Showtime" Lakers and Bird's
with these girls and can't wait to see
When prodded about her athletic
team has a chance of winning, the other one doesn't. To The Vagina Monologues to end vio- accomplishments, Kawachi attrib- how the rest of the season turns out."
Celtics, Bird's Celtics and the "Bad Boys" Pistons,
Jordan's Bulls and Ewing's Knicks, Ewing's Knicks and its creclit, it is the second best rivalry of all time and its lence against women. This fall, the uted her success to her teammates, The College Voice would like to
history could not be more one-sided.
Alonzo's Heat, and most recently the Lakers and anyone
Women's Center of Southeast CT is noting "I've never played on a team thank Molly for inspiring us both on
The best rivalry in all of professional sports is publishing
of five teams in the Western Conference all provided
with such potential. All of our and off the court.
a
book
entitled
great moments, games, and series, but the NBA is not between the BrooklynILos Angeles Dodgers and the
conducive to long-lasting rivalries because the balance New York/San Francisco Giants. Both teams are perennial playoff contenders and have been since they both
of power shifts so often.
played in New York half a century ago. Every year, the
In hockey, the best rivalry that I know of is between
the Detroit Red Wings and Colorado Avalanche, but Dodgers and Giants are playing to eliminate each other
unfortunate as it may be, this country does not have from the playoffs, and both teams have done just that
many times. This year is no different, as the two are sepenough interest in hockey to support a professional
By STEVE STRAUSS
hosted powerhouse Williams College. The visitors led
league, not to mention a rivalry between two teams with- arated by a half game in the standings, and with six
STAJo"FWRlTER
in it. This brings me to the second best rivalry in all of games left against eacb other over the final week and a
from the 35th ntinute on, dampening the spirits of the
Camel faithful. Co-Captain Christa Thoeresz '05 made
professional sports, one that evokes such emotion that half of the season, they will again battle for a playoff
spot. This year's teams are led by MVP candidates
The Connecticut College soccer program seems to be sure that defeat was not in the cards; she carried the
when his team lost in last year's American League
Championship Series, my friend felt compelled to call Adrian Beltre and the juiced-up home run machine in fme shape, with both the men's and women's teams young team on her shoulders, and reversed the fortunes
his old girlfriend and declare that the pain he felt at that Barry Bonds, and Cy Young canclidates Jason Schmidt posting competitive seasons. After the women blasted of the day. With only 8:40 remaining in regulation,
point was worse than any pain he felt when they broke and Eric Gagne, which adds even more excitement to a through Mount Holyoke on Wednesday for their third Thoeresz blasted home the tying goal. Momentum carstraight win, they stand at 3-1 for the season, I-I within ried tbe energized Conn unit into a brief overtime. Only
rivalry that would sell out each game two times over.
up. As outrageous as it was, it seemed almost normal
So as the playoffs approach, keep an eye on what's the NESCAC. The men have also turned many heads this 5:33 into the first overtime period, Rachel Schefrin '08
given the overwhelming weight that this rivalry carries.
let loose with a mighty strike from 25 yards out; her kick
What makes this rivalry so special, however, is the same happening out West; you might just realize what you're season. After a heartbreaking I-0 loss against the United
States Coast Guard Academy on Wednesday, they now found the back of the net and set the crowd on Harkness
reason "thatit can't be considered the greatest. Of course ntissing on NESN and the YES network.
own a 2 3 record, but have kept every game close. Many Green into a state of rapture. The win kept Conn on a
of the close scores in men's games can be attributed to winning streak it has yet to relinquish. Goaltender Kate
the standout play of co-captain and goaltender Jon Simmons '06 had 8 saves on the afternoon to keep the
Knights '05, whose play between the pipes dazzles the Camels in a position to tie. Noted Rachel Eschle '07, "It
continued from page 10 will resume competition when the that this season will be as successful eyes of onlookers.
was awesome I Our freshman are all really great playOn
September
16,
the
men's
squad
took
on
Williams
match
is
rescheduled.
ers...
the team is starting to come together, and its fun to
as
the
2003-04
season,
which
saw
victory, moving to 2-1 on the year.
be
a
part
of it.
College.
The
undefeated
Ephs
won
the
contest
by
a
2-0
"We
lost
to
Brandeis
last
year,
so
Conn
climb
as
high
as
24th
in
the
The elements would again play a
score,
but
surely
left
impressed
with
Conn's
game,
Wednesday
brought more good fortune for tbe
we
were
anxious
to
come
away
with
ITA
Division
111
national
poll.
role in the team's next home match,
a
win
against
this
solid
team,"
added
Although
only
time
will
tell
if
anothKnights
had
a
season
high
13
saves
to
keep
the
game
women's
team.
Mount Holyoke College proved an
a Tuesday afternoon meet between
close.
In
the
second
half,
Conn
went
on
the
attack,
twice
Poe.
"Unfortunately,
we
weren't
unworthy
opponent
for the Conn women. Claire Linden
er
10-game
winning
streak.is
in
store
the Camels and Brandeis University.
able
to
finish
before
conditions
for
the
team,
the
addition
of
several
bitting
the
posts
with
excellent
shots.
Co-captains
Devin
'08
opened
up
the
scoring
in the 24th minute, putting the
Altbough weather conditions finally
solid freshman to add to the already Kanabay '05 and Michal Kosac '06 eacb eamed scoring Camels up for good. Linden also bad an assist in tbe
cooperated, the teams were not able became unplayable,'
This weekend, the Camels will fiercely competitive roster of talent- opportunities and took huge blasts in the second half. contest. Maggie Driscoll '06 had a goal and an assist as
to finish the match in time. With the
Camels leading 4-2 overall, all travel to Williams to compete in the ed upperclassmen has many feeling The Camels took the same defensive-minded game to well; Thoeresz scored for the second straight game.
ITA's. The team looks to be off to very optimistic about the 2004-05 the USCGA Wednesday, on Harkness Green. The game Simmons had 2 saves, while Conn out-shot Mt. Holyoke
remaining play was postponed
was knotted at zero for nearly the entire 90 minutes. 28-5. On Saturday, the Camels will pack their gear and
because of darkness. Both teams another strong start, and many hope season.
With 6:39 left to play, however, the USCGA took the head for Lewiston, ME, where they will take on
• •••••••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .:
lead off a corner-kick score. Knights stood out in the NESCAC rival Bates College.
The men's team will visit Bates on Sunday. Both the
:
Do you like sports?
e. contest, turning away shot after shot. He finished witb
12 saves, bringing his week's total up to a remarkable 25 men's and women's teams are in need of wins to help
•
• saves. Robbie Logan '07 reflected on the week by say- their NESCAC tournament qualifying chances. Look for
:
Have you ever said "dubya?"
: ing, "We're really keeping our heads up .. .lf we can do soccer to return to Harkness Green for tbe men on
•
e what we've been doing and keep the games close, the September 29th against Western Connecticut State and
•
You would LOVE Nick Iyengar!
• tides will definitely begin to turn in our favor."
September 30 for the women against the USCGA. Come
•
•
Perhaps the most exciting moment of the young soc- out and shower your love on the teams I
•
Write Sports for Nick Iyengar.
• cer season came on Sunday, when the women's team

continued from page 10

,

future ahead of them, and with hard work, team spirit
and determination to succeed, this team seems to have a
winning recipe.
The women's team enjoyed similar success, finishing fifth out of a field of 20, while scoring 148 points.
Tufts University won the invitational with a score of five
points. The Camels particularly enjoyed success among
the very talented freshmen class. Four of the top five
Camel finishers were freshmen; this no doubt wi1l make
coach Ned Bishop a very happy man as he looks set to
build for the future.
Heather Stanish '08 paced the Camels in her first
collegiate meet, earning a spot on the All-Invitational
team with a 10th place running and a time of 19:24 on ,
the 5K course. Emily Ricketson '08 pulled in at 42nd
place with a time of 20:50. Brenna Muller '07 of
Guilford took 45th overall, posting a time of 20:54.
Lindsey Rothe '08 was the fourth Camel to cross the line
with a time of 20:55 and in 46th place overall. Elizabeth
Claise '08 was 47th overall, posting a time of 20:58.
Laura Bernardi of Guilford was the sixth Camel to complete the course, posting a time of 21:02 in 49th position.
Senior co-captain Meredith Stebbins rounded out the top
seven in 56th overall with a time of 21: 16.
'The cross country team dominates in all areas of
life," said a very excited Addie Capaldi '06 after the
race. "We run really well and have the highest GPA."
With this balance, the women's team looks forward to
another season in which they can be competitive and
grind out results. It will surely will be an exciting season
and with the strong freshman class, the Camels will be
as competitive as ever in their quest to dominate
NESCAC. Perhaps Cathlin Conners '07 said it best
when she said, ''It was a wonderful way to start the season. Our goal is to become the most improved NESCAC
team, and with performances like this one, that goal can
be reached."

ing, and odds? Or management of
chips? Those things can become
acquired skills though lots of practice, or in other words, having better
players take your money a few
times. Yeah I know, it sucks, but
that's the way initiation into the
game goes. Sorry.
Now that I'm back at school I
won't have to worry about being distracted by the World Series of Poker.
Instead I've seemingly managed to
let the word out to a few friends that
if there are any poker friendlies

going on, I wouldn't ntind getting in
on them. I'm not worried, as I'm
sure they will kindly help me out
while we're playing. I mean they are
my friends, right?
Anyway, I must go, for I have
found a brief moment to catch a couple ntinutes of the "real" World
Series (not the one whose participants are only from the USA and
Canada.) H you see me walking
around campus with my pockets out,
tbat means I've been cleaned out. Be
a sport and give me a chip. Please?

Widdoes: West Coast Offers Best Rivalry

Conn's Soccer Teams Putting NESCAC
On Notice With Strong Performances

M

Camels Earn Split Versus ME Schools
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Call x2812 today.
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The College Voice does Qot endorse popping collars;
We know who you are, Double Popper .
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West Coast
Offers Best

STAFF WRITER

It's that time of year again.
Football is starting to pick up steam
and not too far off in the distant

The
Connecticut
College
women's tennis team made the trek
future
is my favorite
sport: to Brunswick, Maine this past weekBasketball.
However, for right now
end for a match against Bowdoin
it's baseball season (yawn if your
College. Although still early fall, the
team's been out of it, or cheer 'cause
weather forced the two teams to play
your team's still in the thick of it)!
indoors, with the Polar Bears emergIt's the time of year when tempera- ing with a hard fought 7-2 victory.
ure changes and howling winds tell
Conn's Danielle Coleman '08 needUs that yes, the baseball playoffs are ed only two sets to record her win at
officially
around the comer. How
#6 singles, and doubles duo Laura
else
do
I Demoreuille
'06 and Amanda Poe
know?
How '07 recorded the second team point
'bout
those
with a 9-7 victory at #2 doubles.
Yankee
fans
The Camels lost close matches
who start getthe rest of the way, however, and
ting
a little
returned to New London without the
snappy
with
victory. Although the loss brought
you when you the team to an even I-Ion
the seaask how their
son, players remained unfazed.
PAUL CARTER
team is doing?
"We were frustrated
after the
Viewpoint
Or what about
loss:'
stated
Beret Remak
'07.
those Dodger
fans?
Seems
like
"Being forced to play indoors was
they're biting their nails a little more
tough for us; we all play much better
often these days.
outside. There are differences in the
1 realize that my team hasn't even
courts that we hadn't prepared for
- sniffed postseason air since June, so and weren't used to."
- 1 can't really say much. But I do
The following day, the Camels
know that this final week of baseball
faced another NESCAC
opponent
should be exciting. If your team's in when Bates made the trip down from
the chase, buckle up and enjoy the
Lewiston,
Maine. The team once
....ride. If you 've been waiting for next again found themselves in unsuit.. .season (just like me and my team) sit able conditions,
even though they
back and watch how this whole thing
had returned to their own outdoor
unfolds. Then make fun of your
courts. The rain that had forced them
friends when their team doesn't get indoors the day before had left, but a
in. Ah yes, the baseball playoffs will
blustery wind remained, once again
captivate my attention, but there's
creating poor conditions
for match
~something else that I'll be watching
play. Not about to face back-to-back
'roo. It's called the World Series of losses in NESCAC opponents, howPoker, the real World Series, and 1
am officially hooked! Yes, ladies and
gentlemen, that show that seemed so
stupid when it was on during the

Rivalry
I'm going to write about the best
rivalry in professional
sports, and
why you should care about it for at
least six. days in the next two weeks.
Fans of the Boston Red Sox and New
York Yankees will most likely have
an opinion on this matter. and they
could probably find plentiful support
for their rivalry being
the
best, thanks to
the
omnipresent
east
coast
sports
media
bias.
r have
come
to CHARLIE WIDDOES
accept
this, Viewpoint
and going to
school
in
New
England has given me a great appreciation for the passion that these two
teams and their fans have for their
baseball, but that isn't the best rivalry. Before I tell you what is, I have
compiled
some criteria
for what
makes two teams rivals.
To me, a rivalry is involves two
Conn bad a hard time dealing with the Polar Bears of Bowdoin, but bounced back to earn a NESCACwin at home against Bates. (Holt)
teams who are highly competitive
ever, the Camels came prepared.
match the day before was a fluke."
lessly at #1 singles, and went on to both with each other and with the
"We knew this would be a day
Overcoming
poor weather, the
earn a convincing 8-3 doubles victo- rest of their league with consistency
where we had to outsmart
them
Camels displayed why they expect
ry with partner Lisa Steckmest '08. over a long period of time. Proximity
rather than try to win with force,"
to again be among the top of the
Steckmest also earned a straight set between teams is usually a composaid Amanda Poe '07. "We knew
NESCAC schools. Remak, who had
victory at #2 singles.
nent, but that is a factor that can be
Bates was a strong team, but we
dropped both her singles and douConn went on to record a 7-2 ignored if the other requirements are
wanted to come away with a win.
bles matches against Bowdoin the
met. Two teams who know when
We wanted to prove the Bowdoin
day before, came back to win flawthey play each other because they
circle the date on the calendar as
soon as the schedule comes out,
every year, are rivals. When the players of the two teams hate each other,
really good and this team will defi- but the fans hate each other even
nitely be together for the next two more, there might be a rivalry. In
seasons, which means we can build
sports, athletes downplay the importance of big games like the imporfor the future." Wednesday
night's
game was played against Western
tance of studying
on a Saturday
New England College. The Camels
night, but in a rivalry even the most
regained their composure after a dis- professional athletes cannot deny the
appointing weekend and enthralled
magnitude of a game or series with
the home crowd with some big plays
their rivals.
and great all around volleyball.
The world of sports has seen
Struggling
at first, the Camels
many great rivalries. The Midwest
turned it up a few notches and ran has two rivalries that never cease to
out comfortable winners with a final invoke the excitement
of fans and
score of three games to zero. It was players alike, no matter where the
a good way to get back on track after teams find themselves in the standings at the time, between the Green
last weekend's disappointing results.
Although the team is still young and Bay Packers and Chicago Bears and
on a learning curve, they are getting
Chicago
Cubs
and
St.
Louis
better with each game and should be Cardinals. In both cases, the short
a force to be reckoned with in the distance that separates the teams is a
coming seasons. Their record stands
contributing factor to the heat of the
at 4-4 and the team has every ability
rivalry because the away team usualto increase their wins and improve
ly has almost as many fans as the
their performances
in the coming
home team. While the Cubs and
games.
Cardinals can almost guarantee great
To recap the beginning
of the games and tons of fastballs that are
volleyball season: the Camels suf- high and inside, its hard to consider
fered a tough, season-opening
loss
this as the best rivalry for one reason:
to Eastern Connecticut
State, 2-3. the Cubs, like the Red Sox, can't
Conn took the first two games, 30- seem to overcome the curse that has
27 and 30-21. However, the Camels
kept them from winning a World
had the match slip through their fm- Series since 1908, and the Cardinals'
gers, as they dropped the final three
13 champiouships
are second only
games, 27-30, 24-30 and 10-15.
the Yankees. The Packers and Bears
Although this was a difficult way
are usually very competitive
with
to open the season, the Camels
each other, as evidenced by this past
bounced back with a dominant perweekend's game in which the lowly
formance in the Camel Invitational.
Bears went to Lambeau field and
Against Salve Regina, Conn earned
dominated
the heavily
favored
Conn suffered losses to two NESCACopponents, but defeated a tough WNECteam. (Danay)
a 3-1 victory. The Camels dropped
Packers who were coming off of a
the first game, 28-30, but bounced
convincing victory of the defending
two blocks with one error in 19
with six kills fOT the Camels. The
back, winning three straight games
NFC champion
Carolina Panthers.
attempts
for the Camels.
Hart
Camels played well at times and dug
30-21,30-10
and 30-23. Next up for The problem with these two teams,
chipped in with eight kills and put in
the Camels was Regis College, who however, is that they are rarely both
deep, but at the end of the day
another
solid
performance.
Amherst
College proved superior
Conn swept 3-0. The Camels gave good at the same time over an
Hambleton tallied 16 digs with one
Regis no mercy, winning 30-20, 30- extended amount of time.
and did what they had to do in order
service ace for Connecticut College.
25 and 30-23. Conn's last opponent
to notch up another W and stay
The
Denver
Broncos
and
Kawachi added 10 digs, 29 assists
in their home tournament was St. Oakland Raiders have been rivals in
undefeated for the season.
and two blocks. Meryl Yoches conJoseph's, who the Camels dominat"We have no seniors
on the
the APC west for a long time, but
tributed to the front line with five
ed in a three game sweep: 30-17, 30- their rivalry didn't really demand any
team,"
said
sophomore
Jen
kills and two blocks. Amy Crespi
J7 and 30-16.
Romanelli. "The team is very young
national attention until John Elway
and Jen Romanelli each contributed
and still learning. Our freshmen are

Volleyball Drops 1\vo Tough NESCACMatches

.I,.

~• -summer has now captured my attention.

STAFF WRITER

When I first saw the World
Series of Poker on ESPN I didn't

hesitate to change the channel. it's
one thing to show a game in place of
SportsCenter,
but to show a bunch of
poorly dressed people sitting around
a table in near silence is not, in my
opinion, an acceptable replacement.

Besides, not only can you not see
what's

in everybody's

hand, but the

terms that the announcers use are
phrases I've never heard in my life!
How is one supposed to grow to like
a game like that?
Well poker, or in this case Texas
Hold' em, somehow has a way of

piquing your interest, whether or not
you

BY GERALD WOI.'l

think

anything

is happening.

Maybe it's the five million dollars
that they say you can win, or that the
people don't look like they're doing
much of anything that you or I could-

n't do. Maybe, as the camera pans
around the room you start to see people who don't look all that much better at the game than you (therein lies
a catch, however.)
Or maybe it was
just that the show was on the damn
television
every night during the

summer!
What is it about this game that
seems to have captivated an evergrowing audience? The characters on
the show? They're

not really all that

funny.

Maybe the guy with
cool glasses
(you've
seen
right?) or that old guy with the
boy hat who looks like he rode
a horse. The oodles of money?

those
him,
cowin on
The

commentary?
The entertainment
value? I've seen better. Yet, as the
summer wore on, whenever the show
came on, there I was. I didn't sit
glued to my chair, and nO,1 wouldn't
watch it on a Saturday night if there
are better things to do, but it did get
my undivided attention whenever it
was on. I guess the game of Texas
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The
Connecticut
College
women's volleyball team was coming off a high after last weekend's
successful
Camel Invitational,
in
which they were undefeated in their
three games. Boasting an impressive
record of 3-1 after the Invitational,
the Camels were looking to increase
their win streak, but the Camels fell
back to earth as they lost their next
three encounters
to some really
tough NESCAC opposition.
The Camels
dropped
a hardfought five game match at Roger
Williams
University
on Tuesday
night. The game scores were 31-29,
18-30,32-30,28-30,
15-10 in favor
of Roger Williams. Many Camels
turned in remarkable individual performances,
despite
the eventual
defeat. Molly Kawachi '06 tallied 49
assists for tbe Camels. Amy Hart '06
chipped in with 17 kills and a .316
hitting
percentage.
Courtney
Hambleton
'08 added
34 digs.
Cynthia Whitman '06 tallied 10 kills
and four assisted
blocks.
Maria
McGinness notched 10 kills with 3
solo blocks and four assisted blocks.
It was a hard defeat for the team
to swallow, but the Camels kept their
heads high and focused on their next
game against Tufts, which was their
first conference game of the season.
The Camels went on to lose to Tufts
and then, in their next match, to
Amherst. Conn was pumped up for
the game against Tufts; however,
they could not break down the
strong defense of the Jumbos, and as
a result,
failed to convert
their
chances into scoring points. It turned
out to be a tough weekend for the
Camels, whose record stood at 3-4
as a result. Saturday, at a match held
at Tufts University, the Camels lost
3-0 to undefeated Amherst College
in a NESCAC
match.
Cynthia
Whitman
notched seven kills and
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